


Introduction

Grocery shopping has always been a routine task in every 
household, Some like using other alternatives like delivery services 

to get their grocery shopping and others love to do Grocery 
Shopping themselves no matter how busy they can be. 



TARGET AUDIENCE
Ages 18- 50 who mostly depend on mobile 

technologies and enjoy grocery shopping and 
won’t use other alternatives like grocery 

delivery to get their grocery shopping done



How can busy Grocery Shoppers have the most time efficient 
Grocery Shopping Experience?



RESEARCH GOALS
● Understanding Grocery shoppers pain points and What 

makes them struggle and waste time while shopping.
● Measuring the approximate time spent grocery 

shopping and how to make it more efficient? 



What’s the problem ? 



THE STORE
Usually a grocery store has many aisles, and 

many products from different brands. 
Some stores have signs for every 

aisle and some don’t



THE GROCERY SHOPPER
Sabrin was watching a Tasty video and wanted to 
make blue cheese chicken, She then goes to the 
nearest store in search of blue cheese and other 

items, she expects that she will find her items in 8 
minutes. 



She keeps searching for that 
specific brand of blue 
cheese listed in the recipe.

She then keeps looking on 
shelves, going between 
aisles for where it might be.

THE HASSLE



READING THE SIGNS
Sabrin then spends a minute or two reading the signs 

of each aisle to know if it’s worth wasting her time 
searching in that aisle or not.



20 MINUTES LATER..
Sabrin found 1 out of the 3 items she wanted to 
find. She assumed that the other 2 items were 

out of stock.



SUMMARY OF THE PROBLEM

Grocery shoppers waste time searching for an item 
between aisles. They need a way to make these items 
easier to find because they are busy and don’t want to 
waste time hassling between the aisles to find these 

items.



HYPOTHESIS

I believe that by creating E-ZMarket a mobile 
platform it will make the grocery shopping 
experience more time efficient. It removes 
the hassle of searching for an item in the 
grocery store by providing an In-store live 

navigation map.



USER RESEARCH 

Done on four different participants with ages that 
vary from 20-50 and that are dependable on their 

phone.  

Target Audience 



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
 “Grocery shopping takes too long “ 

“When I am doing a new recipe and I have to find the new items 
needed for the recipe that’s annoying.”

 “ Not finding the items I want easily.”



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS



“Target” and “Home Depot” have 
in-store navigation but with no live 
interaction or info about the item.

CONCLUSION



PROTOTYPE

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1eDGUYYkyZ7MgeOvN3f7hStwD24dwHqjg/preview


USABILITY TESTING & FINDINGS

1-“Estimated Time” Feature wasn’t worded 
correctly.

2-Transition between grocery list page to map 
page was confusing. 



USING THE FEEDBACK
Time Estimation 

BEFORE After

Total of items found



NEXT STEPS 
Features to be added: 
1-Split a regular Grocery list with another 
person. 

2- Implementing virtual reality navigation using 
camera phone



THANK YOU 



APPENDIX 



PROBLEM STATEMENT

Sabrin needs a way to make her grocery shopping experience 
more time efficient because she spends too much time in a 

single store and she has a busy schedule.



HYPOTHESIS
We Believe that by creating a mobile platform that find items 
using in-store map navigation list she will achieve time 
efficiency we will know this is true when Sabrin spends less 
time grocery shopping than her usual approximate time. 



HOW MIGHT WE...

How might we make a grocery item easy to find without having to 
search for it aisle by aisle?

How might we create an in-store navigation platform that 
matches with our user’s grocery list? 

How might we make the platform simple so it becomes part 
of the user’s grocery shopping habits ?



RESEARCH PLAN 



USER RESEARCH



USER INTERVIEW



AFFINITY MAPPING

Laying of observations and findings  Grouped observations 



PERSONA



CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING

Journey mapping Modified Journey mapping 



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS



High 
Impact.

Low 
Impact.

High effortLow effort

Navigation map

Add a person to 
the grocery list

Share this list

Time tracking

Sync with calendar

Budget report 

FEATURE PRIORITIZATION 

Store locator
Summary of all the 

items you found Total of items 
found



STORYBOARDING

Without the app With the app 



USER FLOW



L0-FI WIREFRAMES


